


“Crème Du Loch has 
managed to harness the very 

essence of what once 
seemed like the unattainable 

youthful glow we covet.”

“Turn Back Time…

The effective formulation of 

specially selected ingredients 

is sure to inspire devotion.”


“Delivers noticeable results 
from first use, but 

with continued usage, the 
long term benefits will convert 
even the most cynical user.”

www.cremeduloch.co.uk



 

“The first week I incorporated 
this cream into my regime, I 

received this “you’re glowing” 
and I told myself after 

finishing this gifted one, I am 
repurchasing! No story!”


Lambam Beauty

“I was really attracted by this 
product first thanks to the 

name and packaging which I 
love but then after trying it I 

love it more than ever.”


Solveig In Scotland

“I've used this in my evening 
routine and have loved. It has 
great penetration, no irritation 

and I love the shine free 
finish. A great end to an 

evening routine.”


All Things Skin



“MY SKIN HAS NEVER LOOKED THIS GOOD. Honestly, 
this is the most incredible product I don’t know if it's the 

cucumber oil, or the retinol, maybe it's the fatty acids or the 
algae extracts or maybe it's the kelp. My skin is smoother, 
far more even than it has ever been, I look fresher and my 

skin actually looks more vibrant. This crème is truly 
INCREDIBLE.”

Beyond The Dressing Table 



“Everything about this product 
feels elegant, from the 

packaging to the texture. This 
has quickly become one of my 
top moisturizers. It’s a joy to 

use and a small amount goes 
a long way. If you’re in need of 

a moisturizer, this is a 
fantastic option!”

Rose Corsair

“This gorgeous, thick, creamy 
texture melts so beautifully on 

my skin. It forms a lovely, 
nourishing layer and is perfect 

to finish off my routine.”

City Skin Uk 

“It smells absolutely divine and 
the texture is one of the best 

I’ve used to date! This 
gorgeous cream instantly melts 
into my skin with its soufflé-like 
texture and glides onto the skin 

leaving it feeling silky soft.”

Addict To Beauty


